young civil servant who had made up the case for him. How surprised he would be 1  What a pity he wasn't there ' to listen, to take his part in the conversation and his share of responsibility for what happened 1
etf I go much further than you might think," said Samme-caud. " Not only do I believe that there will be a revolution; I even believe that it is right, inevitable, that there should be one. I accept it. Though you can realise how much I stand to lose by it. I go still further than that. I believe that we must help it along. Not like fools, of course. Not like fanatics. Like reasonable men. Handle it in advance.
" Probably there isn't in the whole of France another man as capable as yourself of assuming the leadership of the revolution some day and making something really vital out of it, something that will get somewhere. . . . There, thafs your destiny. And for my part, though it goes against all my own interests, I ask nothing better than to help you. Because I recognise that this kind of corruption, which I see pretty close up, simply can't go on. And because there is, on the other side, a force of idealism to which I respond. What you may call the artistic, or even the dilettante, side of life hasn't quite superseded everything else in me. When I told you that I don't understand anything about politics, I meant day-to-day politics, the intrigues, the alliances which result in M. Somebody's being elected or not being elected, or M. Somebody's overthrowing M. Somebody Else and grabbing his ministerial portfolio for himself.
" And it is because of all that, too, that I believe, in all sincerity, that a man should not spend himself in fighting this or that little abuse in particular. That's a job for underlings. When there is a whole society, a whole civilisation, to be transformed and pat on its feet* Just assume, for the sake of argument, that we do not defend ourselves, and that without having to strike a blow you obtain some modification in our present system of oil importation. ... In theory, several millions go into the pockets of the revenue authors ties. But wait a moment. In the first place, we close down our seventeen factories. Naturally I If they tax the oil we

